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A COMMON SENSE APPROACH TO INVESTING

THE CENTRAL TENET OF OUR PHILOSOPHY IS OUR BELIEF IN
CAPITAL PRESERVATION. TO PUT IT BLUNTLY, THE BEST WAY
OF MAKING MONEY IS NOT TO LOSE IT IN THE FIRST PLACE.
ACCORDINGLY, WE WILL NOT INVEST OUR CLIENTS’ ASSETS
IN ANY STOCK, SECTOR, COUNTRY OR ASSET CLASS IF WE
BELIEVE DOING SO CARRIES AN UNACCEPTABLE RISK
OF LOSING MONEY.
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WHY ARIA?
WE TARGET ABSOLUTE RETURNS

Very simply, our approach is based on common sense principles:

• All TerrAin invesTmenT mAnAgemenT – capital preservation when investment climates are less favourable is key to long-term 
out performance.

• Common sense invesTing – our approach is to measure our performance relative to cash deposits.

• PeACe of mind in TurbulenT Times – by diversifying across the widest possible range of asset classes, we seek to smooth 
out investment returns through multi asset class investing.

• ACTive mAnAgemenT, dynAmiC AsseT AlloCATion And keePing CosTs low – academic studies demonstrate how 
asset allocation is the primary determinant of a portfolio’s return. moreover, today’s financial climate is characterised by volatility, and 
therefore we need to be able to act quickly in changing asset allocations, perhaps to preserve capital or take profits. we construct 
portfolios in such a way that we can do that within our ‘building block’ investments, which allows us to adopt a more active approach by 
changing exposures inside the fund with lower transaction costs that would be incurred at portfolio level.

• ThemATiC invesTing - our approach is not just limited to drawing on more asset classes and dynamically managing the asset   
allocation. we try to go the extra mile. by using a thematic approach, we hope to further improve returns by selecting investments which   
benefit from broader, enduring themes which impact our everyday lives.

• AlTernATive invesTmenTs – our portfolios incorporate alternative investments which are generally uncorrelated to stockmarkets,   
improving the quality of the diversification profile. we are able to access investments which are typically only available to institutional   
investors. 

• disCiPlined risk mAnAgemenT – investing in a broadly diversified portfolio across all asset classes improves the risk return 
profile of the portfolio.
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BUY AND HOLD DEBUNKED
LIES, DAMN LIES AND STATISTICS 

A Chilling reAliTy of JAnuAry 09 wAs ThAT in reAl Terms (i.e. ACCounTing for inflATion) The msCi world sToCk 
index sAT AT 1973 levels.

A losT deCAde: The 1998-2008 return from uk equities was just 1.05%. And that’s in nominal terms; inflation adjusted, the real return was 
negative, at -1.5% (barclays equity gilt study.)

on a total return basis, during 2009 ibbotson data shows that the s&P 500 has underperformed long-term Treasury bonds for the last five-year, 
10-year, and 25-year periods, and by substantial amounts. Just how long is the long run? 

Academic studies reveal that stock markets grow at almost 10% a year, hence why asset allocations emphasize equity exposure in longer 
term portfolios.

• indexes inClude dividends - which averaged almost 5% per annum over the long term.

• The effeCTs of inflATion - which is good for a few percentage points.

• survivorshiP biAs inflATes reTurn figures - surprisingly, indexes do not reflect the actual results of the companies. 
  if you measures the dow, s&P or fTse 100 by the companies that were in them in 1950,  for example, the returns would have been 
  less significant. The components of the indices are changed, adding faster growing companies and removing the underperformers.
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CAPITAL PRESERVATION
“IT’S TIME IN THE MARKET, NOT TIMING THE MARKET.” REALLY?

buy And hold invesTing is TyPiCAlly JusTified by sTATemenTs suCh As; ‘if you missed The 10 besT 
sToCk mArkeT dAys of The yeAr, iT drAsTiCAlly reduCes your reTurns.’

The reality is that whilst over the past 81 years (1928-2009) in the us stock market, if you missed the 10 best sessions 
a $1 dollar investment grows to only $15, while staying fully invested returns a little more than $45 on that same invested dollar.

This is to tell half the story - by protecting the downside, and missing the 10 worst sessions that same dollar grows to $143.47

The management of “risks” is more important than the management of “returns”. The best way to make money 
is not to lose in the first place.

source: Jeff saut, raymond James, 2010, ‘The game of risk’
http://www.stockmarketsreview.com/extras/the_game_of_risk_20100317_3546/
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SHOCKS FOR THE LONG RUN
20-YEAR REAL ANNUAL EQUITY CAPITAL RETURNS SINCE 1800

seven of the ten periods gave average annual 
capital returns of between -2% and 4% and 
the average annual return for the whole period 
also fell into this range.

The high equiTy reTurns of 1980 
– 1999 followed The dePressed 
Period of 1960 – 1979 And To some 
exTenT rePresenTed A revAluATion 
of shAres from dePressed levels.

The chart shows that the 1980 –1999 period 
was exceptional by historical standards: 
despite this, most investment funds ended the 
millennium with their highest-ever exposure 
to equities, and suffered in the bear market 
that followed. it may be human nature to 
project recent experience into the future, but in 
practice this means that, as a group, investors 
are not always good at spotting reversals 
in trend.
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THE BIGGER PICTURE
LONG-TERM SECULAR BEAR MARKETS
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The following is a long-term chart of bull and 
bear markets. 

noTe – beAr mArkeTs lAsT A long 
Time. wiTh The mArkeT exPensively 
PriCed, low inTeresT rATes wiTh 
The risk of Them moving higher, 
globAl sTruCTurAl Problems, 
And deleverAging, iT APPeArs 
To me we mAy be only hAlf wAy 
Through This CurrenT  
long-Term seCulAr beAr. 

This chart helps give a historical perspective.
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Return objective

 
Risk management

 
Investment 
strategy

Relative Return Approach

Relative to benchmark. Performance dependent 
on that of the stockmarket.

Relative to benchmark (tracking risk).
The risk of underperforming the benchmark.

Relative to benchmark (tracking risk).
Investments held in fund because they belong to 
the benchmark they are measured against.

Absolute Return Approach
  
Absolute, positive return. Performance dependent on 
exploiting investment opportunities in any asset class.
 
Total risk. Risk of losing money/preserve capital.
 

Complete flexibility. Investments chosen on their own 
merit. Free to move into asset classes with most 
favourable investment potential.

ABSOLUTE RETURN vs INVESTING
ABSOLUTE RETURN BENCHMARKS vs RELATIVE RETURN BENCHMARKS

we believe that investors may have become 
disillusioned with the investment management industry 
which focuses on measuring investment performance 
relative to a stock market index. our view is those who 
have or have made money, should be concentrating 
on holding onto it. measuring our performance against 
stock markets is not our approach. we are absolute 
return and active fund managers. This means that 
the portfolios we manage are not constrained by any 
requirement to match or mimic stock market indices 
and we will not buy a particular investment or other 

holding because it is a prominent constituent of an 
index. each investment is made on the basis of merit 
alone: we must genuinely believe that it’s value is 
likely to increase and be comfortable that the potential 
reward justifies any exposure to risk. importantly, as 
well, an investment needs to fit with the rest of the 
portfolio. we simply do not have any conviction in 
the idea that a ‘buy and hold’ relative return approach 
is the pinnacle of investment wisdom. our aim is 
to protect and grow the wealth of all our clients by 
generating a return that is attractive in absolute terms.
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REDUCING MARKET RISK
A smooTher pATh To Achieve objecTives

Typical long only fund
Absolute return 
Objective

reTurn

Ti
m

e

• AdApTing To chAnging mArkeTs

• Aiming for greATer consisTency ThAn TrAdiTionAl mArkeTs

• including AlTernATive AsseT clAsses

• hedging risk wiTh modern invesTmenT Tools  

For illustration purposes only.
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THE CASE FOR ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS
PROVIDING GENUINE DIVERSIFICATION

The only free lunch in investment management
Increasing diversification or moving toward the U.S ‘Endowment’ model from a traditional share and bond portfolio improves risk adjusted 
returns. That is to say including more lowly correlated asset classes, the quality of returns improve, which means higher returns with lower 
volatility. The super endowments of Yale and Harvard are pioneers of this investment approach.

Source: ARIA, Bloomberg. Historical portfolio simulations are rebalanced semi annually at calendar year from February 2005 

Portfolio data as follows: UK Equities equals FTSE 100 capital return only: UK Gilts equals the FTSE Actuaries Government Securties UK Gilts TR 5-15 year:  UK Property equals UK IPD Capital Growth 
All Property: Global Equities equals MSCI World Index Capital Growth: Global Bonds equals JPMorgan EMBI Global Total Return Index: Commodities equals S&P GSCI Total Return Index: Hedge Funds 
equals HFRI Fund Weighted Composite Index: Managed Futures equals Barclays US Industry BTOP 50. Portfolio 4 uses the the performance data from ARIA’s Diversity balanced model portfolio strategy 
from February 2005 until December 2010. From January 2011 actual performance data for the FA AR Diversified Alternative Assets Fund is used. Please note that from August 2011 the onshore version 
was launched and now forms one of the ATP onshore building block funds. Investing in alternative investments may not be suitable for all investors and involves special risks such as risk associated with 
short sales, leveraging the investment, potential adverse market forces, regulatory changes, and potential illiquidity. Investing in alternative strategies presents the opportunity for significant losses. There is 
no assurance that the investment object will be attained. 

28.00%
Global Equities

28.00%
Global Bonds

20.00%
DAA

6.00% 
UK Property

6.00%
Managed Futures

6.00%
Commodities

6.00%
Hedge Funds

PORTFOLIO FOUR

annualised 
return

8.05%

Volatility 8.66%

maximum 
loss -12.66%
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A compArison of how A mulTi AsseT clAss ApproAch including AlTernATive AsseTs And AbsoluTe reTurn 
invesTmenTs mAy bring greATer exposure To more AsseT clAsses ThAn A more TrAdiTionAl ApproAch.

3.67%

15
.00%

2.51%

22.56%

56.26%

exAmPle AsseT AlloCATion for  
A more TrAdiTionAl PorTfolio

UK Equities (56.26%)
Fixed Income (15.00%)
Property (3.67%)
Cash (2.51%)
International Equities (22.56%)

indiCATive AsseT ClAss exPosures for An AriA 
ATP sTrATegy bAlAnCed Profile

Money Market (5%)
Government Bonds (5.5%)
Corporate Bonds (14.75%)
Convertibles (2.75%)
Emerging Market Debt (5.5%)
Inflation Linked Bonds (2.75%)
Market Neutral (3.75%)
Equity Long/Short (3.75%)
Global High Income (6.25%)

Real Estate Investment Trusts (1.875%)
Domestic Equity (4.75%)
International Equity (24.75%)
Emerging Market Equities (4.375%)
Listed Fund of Hedge Funds (2.75%)
Precious Metals (4%)
Commodities (5.375%)
Currencies (2.125%)
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1
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* Please note that these building blocks funds and asset class exposure may change 
at our discretion as other building blocks funds become available, or as other fund’s 
and asset classes are deemed to be more suitable are included in asset allocations. 
This data is provided for information purposes only.

WHAT IS MULTI ASSET CLASS INVESTING?
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FUND FOCUS: VEXUS MULTI STRATEGY - PAIRS TRADING

The PAirs TrAde or PAir TrAding is A mArkeT neuTrAl TrAding sTrATegy enAbling TrAders To PoTenTiAlly 
ProfiT from virTuAlly Any mArkeT CondiTions: uPTrend, downTrend, or sidewAys movemenT

• The PAirs TrAde helPs To hedge A seCTor - And mArkeT-risk. for example, if the whole market crashes, and the two 
stocks plummet along with it, the trade should result in a gain on the short position and a negating loss on the long position, leaving the 
profit close to zero in spite of the large move.

• PAirs TrAde is A meAn-reverTing sTrATegy, beTTing ThAT The PriCes will evenTuAlly reverT To Their 
hisToriCAl Trends.

bp
shell

BUY bp, SELL shell

BUY shell, SELL bp

spread between shell and bp

SOURCE: ARIA CAPITAL MANAGEMENT SOURCE: ARIA CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
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FUND FOCUS: GLOBAL SYSTEMATIC ALPHA - MANAGED FUTURES

As the above chart shows, during the stock market crash in 1987, panic hit the stock markets following the largest  
one-day loss in history. managed futures reported above 20 percent returns. similarly after the terrorist attacks of 9/11, 
the stock market plummeted 16.3 percent. in contrast, managed futures gained 8.3 percent in the same period.

WHEN CRITICAL EVENTS OCCUR (01/1984 - 02/2008)

Managed futures: CASAM CISDM CTA Equal Weighted; Stocks; Dow Jones Index; Logarithmic Scale
Source: Bloomberg. Past Performance is not a guide to Future Returns.

1984     1986     1988     1990     1992     1994     1996     1998     2000     2002     2004     2006     2008

U.S STOCKS

September 11, 2001

MANAGED FUTURES
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0%Persian Gulf War (1990)

Long-Term Capital Management lost $4.6 billion (1998)

Black Monday
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managed futures funds can generate profit in 
both increasing or decreasing markets due to the 
their ability to go long (buy) futures positions in 
anticipation of rising markets or go short (sell) futures 
positions in anticipation of falling markets. moreover, 
such a strategy is able to go long or short with  
equal ease.
 
This ability, coupled with their virtual non-correlation 
with most traditional asset classes, have resulted in 
managed futures funds performing well relative to 
traditional asset classes during adverse conditions 
for stocks and bonds.

Managed Futures

Traditional portfolio of 50% stocks  
and 50% bonds

Managed futures: CASAM CISDM CTA Equal Weighted; Stocks; MCSI World; Bonds: JP Morgan Government Bond Globals; 
Time scale: 01/1987 - 01/2008

FUND FOCUS: GLOBAL SYSTEMATIC ALPHA - MANAGED FUTURES
MANAGED FUTURES VS TRADITIONAL PORTFOLIO
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all types of investment, including our portfolio strategies, 
carry some risk of making a loss. The important thing is 
to be comfortable that your investments represent, as 
closely as possible, a level of risk acceptable to you, and 
continues to do so. 

The most common measure of risk is the extent to 
which the value of the assets in an investment moves 
up and down over a given period, relative to their long 
term average value. This is often referred to as volatility. 
investments with higher volatility are considered to 
be riskier than those with lower volatility. although 
their potential for upward swings is greater, so is their 
equivalent potential for downward movement, and we set 
out ‘target volatilities’ for each portfolio strategy, in order 
to assist in matching your ‘comfort level’ for loss to a 
particular asset allocation.

furthermore, knowing your time horizon is extremely 
important when it comes to determining a suitable 
investment strategy. all things being equal, an investor can 
afford to be more aggressive with a longer time horizon.

as the model portfolios move from lower risk to higher 
risk, on a ‘look through’ basis, your portfolio is increasingly 
concentrated in higher risk assets such as international 
equities and commodities.

(source: AriA Capital management)
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INCREASING RISK

CAUTIOUS

CONSERVATIVE

BALANCED

PROGRESSIVE

ADVENTUROUS

Benchmark

1M LIBOR + 1%

1M LIBOR + 2%

1M LIBOR + 3%

1M LIBOR + 3.5%

1M LIBOR + 4%

Target Volatility  

Global Corporate Bond Index less 2%

Global Corporate Bond Index less 1%

Global Corporate Bond Index

Global Corporate Bond Index plus 1%

Global Corporate Bond Index plus 2%

Concentration Risk

Lower

Low - Medium

Medium

Medium - High

High

Suggested Minimum 
Investment Time Horizon

5 years

5 years

5 years

6 years

7 years

VOLATILITY PROFILED PORTFOLIO STRATEGIES 
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UNDERSTANDING HOW YOUR ALL TERRAIN  
PORTFOLIO STRATEGY IS CONSTRUCTED

DETERMINING YOUR 
INVESTMENT PROFILE
The first step in the process is for you  
and your adviser to determine your 
investment profile. This ensures that 
your money is invested with a portfolio 
construction designed to meet your 
investment objectives, but most 
importantly taking into account your 
appetite for investment risk.
 
your adviser will assess your attitude to 
risk and establish your objectives and 
investment time horizon. This will allow 
them to determine your investment profile.
 
aria then works with your adviser to 
ensure the way that they assess your 
investment profile is accurately matched 
to our understanding of risk profiles for 
your portfolio.

* BENCHMARK RETURNS ARE TARGETED RETURNS ABOVE THE
 BENCHMARK WHICH IS EITHER 1MTH LIBOR OR UK BASE RATES +.                 
Please see individual perspectives for which is relevant.

 Please note the CF Richmond Core Fund does not has a specific cash  
benchmark. And Building Block funds may be subject to change.

EFA AR Diversity 
Portfolio Strategy

NEWCITS:
Market Neutral

NEWCITS:
Equity Long/Short

Global Bonds

High Income

Real Estate  
Investment Trusts

Absolute Return 
Investments

2%

8%

CF Richmond Core

        

International Equity

Commodities

Currency

Growth Strategies

4%

12%

EFA AR Multi 
Asset Income

Government Bonds

Corporate
Bonds

Convertibles

Emerging Market
Debt

Inflation Linked 
Bonds

Defensive Assets

2%

6%

ARIA’S
‘BUILDING BLOCK’ FUNDS

TYPICAL ASSET CLASS  
EXPOSURES

TARGET VOLATILITY

BENCHMARK RETURN*: 

CF AR Cautious
Multi Asset Fund

THEMATIC  
EQUITY:
Defensives

Listed Fund of  
Hedge Funds

Listed Property

Precious Metals

Traditional Assets
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10%
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Base Rates
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PORTFOLIO SERVICE SPECIFICS
• AbsoluTe reTurn, mulTi AsseT ClAss disCreTionAry PorTfolios: actively managed and employing alternative 
investment strategies.

• ‘holisTiC invesTmenT soluTion’: asset allocation can be constructed across pension, isa and offshore bond wrappers.  
it is a ‘wrap’ solution.

• ConsolidATe ClienT’s invesTmenTs: all on one platform and benefit from online valuations, monthly client updates and 
asset allocation change communications.

• insTiTuTionAl quAliTy invesTmenTs: we can bring access to funds which normally have very high minimums (above the 
levels most clients can meet) as a result of being able to aggregate client assets. strong manager relationships result in spending 
years researching and sourcing the very best investments (absolute return) type funds. we have vast experience in alternative 
investments.

• reduCed CosTs: through economies of scale or ‘bulk buying’ we are able to negotiate lower costs for clients than they 
otherwise would be expected to pay.

• TAx And Time AdvAnTAges: given the discretionary mandate we can make changes to asset allocations, without needing to 
secure your clients’ permissions thus saving valuable time. when gains are made within building block funds, there are no CgT 
implications until profits are realised.

• fACiliTATes Advisers To gAin exPosure To AlTernATive invesTmenTs sTrATegies: without the complication of 
sourcing and analysing complex individual funds or strategies.

• CosT effeCTive: utilises institutionally priced funds and eTfs to minimize portfolio Ter’s.

• TrAnsPArenT AsseT AlloCATion model: with strict risk management disciplines to keep portfolio volatility low. 

suitable for professional investors, sipps, sasss and offshore bonds.

INVESTMENT OBjECTIVES
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BUILDING BLOCKS
INVESTMENT OBjECTIVES

• efA Ar mulTi AsseT income fund: 
invesTmenT sTrATegy: fixed income and Credit fund
volATiliTy: low
fund desCriPTion: a multi strategy credit fund 
which looks to invest into various fixed income assets, 
which provide attractive risk adjusted yields including 
global bonds, convertibles, real estate investment trusts, 
government bonds, index linked bonds and senior loans.

• efA Ar diversiTy sTrATegy porTfolio*:
invesTmenT sTrATegy: fund of Alternative investment 
strategy funds
volATiliTy: low to medium
fund desCriPTion: a fund of funds investing into 
absolute return strategies such as long/short equity, 
commodities, precious metals, global high income etc. 

• efA Ar vexus mulTi sTrATegy*:
invesTmenT sTrATegy: market neutral 
volATiliTy: medium
fund desCriPTion: Tries to exploit relative mis-
pricings of assets, rather than take a view on market 
direction. an example, might be that shell is too cheap 
relative to bp, so we buy shell, simultaneously selling bp 
hoping to then profit when the valuation ‘gap’ closes. There 
is also some currency and option trading.

* To be launched shortly.

• cf Ar cAuTious mulTi AsseT:
invesTmenT sTrATegy: global multi Asset Class 
volATiliTy: medium to high
fund desCriPTion: investing into more traditional 
assets; global equities, some listed hedge funds and 
private, equity, commercial property and commodities. 
Active hedging policy to preserve capital in more difficult 
markets.

• efA Ar globAl sysTemATic AlphA*: 
invesTmenT sTrATegy: fund of systematic 
investment funds 
volATiliTy: high
fund desCriPTion: a fund of funds which invests 
into trend following or quantitative investment strategies, 
often referred to as managed futures or ‘systematic’ funds. 
historically such funds have a de-correlated return profile 
from equity markets.
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APPENDIX 1: SUITABILITY

The fsA believes that for a regulated firm to demonstrate suitability the above pillars need to be considered, within an effective 
suitability process, and when combined together will ensure that retail clients do not suffer any detriment through discretionary 
managed portfolios .

The AriA Capital management harbour suitability process uses the above approach to provide a suitability solution for its ifA 
partners, which provides a basis for discussion with mutual clients.  

RiSk PRofiLing

1 2 3 4
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DEScRiPtionS

5

ASSEt  
ALLocAtion 

othER fActoRS
 

(E.g.) invEStmEnt tERm,  
cAPAcitY foR LoSS Etc.

invEStmEnt  
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PILLARS OF SUITABILITY
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PILLAR 1 RISK PROFILING
regulATed firms should ensure :

• QuesTions And Answers Are worded in A cleAr mAnner  
harbour is an online tool which uses easy to understand multiple choice questions to assist the financial 
adviser in completing the questionnaire. The use of multiple choice questions reduces the possibility of 
ambiguous answers.  

• inAccurATe wording And scoring  
consistency analysis and exception reporting and comment.

• finAnciAl Advisers undersTAnd how The Tool works  
aria has produced harbour guidance notes which clearly explain how the tool is to be used and the manner 
in which answers are generated. 

• over reliAnce on profiling Tools 
harbour is not the final answer. it provides a platform for discussion between the financial adviser and  
the client.

• no scope for providing furTher informATion  
The AriA harbour suitability process allows for discussion between the ifA and AriA to ensure that the 
most suitable model portfolio is available to clients.
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PILLAR 2 RISK DESCRIPTIONS 
regulATed firms should ensure :

• cleAr risk descripTions regArding A porTfolio Are provided  
The harbour online suitability tool, on completion of the questionnaire provides a harbour suitability 
assessment report which details the answers provided and the score generated. The report uses the 
answers to provide generates a suggested portfolio for discussion. in suggesting a particular portfolio the 
assessment details the risks relating to the suggested portfolio. 

• clienTs Are mAde AwAre of The Type of invesTmenTs wiThin A porTfolio  
The suitability assessment also provided an indicative asset allocation which details exposure to underlying 
assets. The risk descriptions detailed cover the type of assets the suggested portfolio may be exposed to.

• The finAnciAl Advisers view of  The risk wiThin A porTfolio is noT differenT  
from The discreTionAry fund mAnAgers view  
by using harbour as its suitability tool we ensure that there is minimal risk of  there being any incompatible 
with the risk profile of a portfolio. The harbour suitability assessment clearly details the risks within the 
suggested portfolio, and the type of assets the portfolio may be exposed to. aria portfolios are managed in 
accordance with this information.  
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PILLAR 3 OTHER FACTORS 
regulATed firms should ensure :

• AppropriATe kyc is collecTed  
As part of the suitability process a financial adviser is required to provide certain client information such as 
financial means, objectives etc. by providing this information to us it ensures that the appropriate information 
is collected.

• efficienT use of clienT kyc  
within the harbour suitability process  the client information collected is tested to provide a suggested 
portfolio. ambiguity’s and inconsistencies between answers are challenged and responses are required.  
by highlighting and discussing such answers a financial adviser is able to demonstrate efficient use of  
the kyC collected. 
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PILLAR 4 ASSET ALLOCATION  
regulATed firms should ensure :

• Adherence To Agreed AsseT AllocATions 
in using the sei system aria is able to ensure and demonstrate adherence to agreed asset allocations. as 
part of the system investment compliance rules can be hard coded into a portfolios characteristics to ensure 
that portfolios are unable to deviate from agreed allocations.

• ThAT model AllocATions Are consisTenT wiTh communicATed AsseT AllocATions  
in setting the above investment compliance rules we refer to the harbour suitability assessment report which 
details allocations within a suggested portfolio.

• There is no over reliAnce on model porTfolios  
while the harbour suitability assessment highlights the indicative asset allocation within a suggested 
portfolio and the use of the sei system ensures these are adhered to, portfolio must be able to deviate in 
accordance with market conditions to ensure that the overall risk profile of a model portfolio is appropriate. 
The risk profile of the model portfolios is monitored on a regular basis and any significant deviations are 
considered by the investment committee and only implemented on approval.  

moreover, volatility targeting means asset allocation has to be dynamic so that the model itself is very actively 
managed given our capital preservation priorities. we will not blindly stick to ‘strategic asset allocations’ and 
equity exposures for example in adverse environments.
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PILLAR 5 INVESTMENT SELECTION   
regulATed firms should ensure :

• ThAT The overAll risk profile of A model porTfolio is considered  
blending appropriate risk assets – e.g. managed futures may be considered higher risk but when added to a 
portfolio (in appropriate fund structure), the decorrelation benefits may lower portfolio volatility.

• There is sufficienT undersTAnding of The risk AssociATed wiTh A producT  
or An underlying AsseT  
The AriA investment Committee possess a number of years experience across spectrum of asset classes 
and absolute return investment strategies.

• volATiliTy is noT The only proxy of risk used  
in managing the risk within a model portfolio volatility is considered in addition to value at risk (vAr), 
correlation, concentration, sector exposure, country exposure, counterparty exposure and the liquidity  
profile of a portfolio. uCiTs 3 – synthetics, total return swaps etc, etc
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WEALTH WARNING
DISCLAIMER / ABOUT ARIA

This document is intended only for professional investors and financial advisers. This document is not directed at or intended for the 
use of retail clients. 

The material on these pages is provided for information purposes only; it is not an invitation to invest. income from investments may 
fluctuate and investors may not recoup the amount originally invested. Please refer to the relevant fund offering documents and/or 
the terms and conditions for any services offered for detailed information. please seek relevant professional advice before making any 
investment decision. 

past performance is not a guide to future returns.

This document may contain forward-looking statements concerning financial markets, results of operations and businesses of AriA 
capital management. 

such statements, expressed or implied, are based on management’s current expectations and assumptions, which may change 
without notice, and are no guarantee of future results, performance or events.
Absolute return investment Advisers (AriA) limited is authorised and regulated by the financial services Authority in the uk, with 
firm reference number 527557. A limited Company registered in england and wales no: 7091239

AriA and AriA Capital management are trading names of Absolute return investment Advisers (AriA) limited. 

Contact Address: 4 duke street, richmond, Tw9 1hP 
Telephone: +44 (0)203 137 3840
e-mail: enquiries@ariacm.com, for further information please visit www.ariacm.com
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